
Cooperation with DIsney XD

  

Be there! Corfu Animation Festival cooperates for the first time with one of the most popular
animation studios, Walt Disney Company and its TV channel,  Disney XD (syndicated in Greece
exclusively by NOVA).  
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Cooperation with DIsney XD

The festival Disney programme involves the feature film Phineas & Ferb: Across the 2nd
Dimension  (75min)  and 2 more
episodes of the Phineas & Ferb TV series (25 min).

  

In Phineas & Ferb: Across the 2nd Dimension, Phineas, Ferb, and Perry follow Dr.
Doofenshmirtz through his "Otherdimensionator".They find themselves in an alternate universe
where a second, truly evil Dr. Doof rules over his Tri-State Area with an army of Normbots. To
save his friends from certain doom, Perry makes the ultimate sacrifice by revealing his secret
identity as Agent P. Phineas and Ferb escape, meet their 2nd dimension selves, and begin their
own mission to rescue Perry. 

As they uncover his plot to travel back to their dimension to take over their Tri-State Area, the
gang, as well as their alter-egos, must band together to stop him. 

So begins an epic battle as our heroes try to save their home from the clutches of Alt. Dr.
Doofenshmirtz... and his sidekick Perry the Platyborg! Can Evil Doof succeed and achieve
double world domination? Can Candace finally bust her brothers? Find out in this
action-packed, epic adventure - so huge that it crosses over time and space

  

In the episode: “Perry the Actorpus”, the executive of Totally Tools oversees a contest to find
the company’s "spokesanimal," and Perry is crowned the winner. However, the victory puts
Perry's secret identity in jeopardy.

  

In the episode “Doof Dynasty”, and in ancient feudal China, Princess Isabella is part ruler and
Master Perry has given up the way of the warrior. After Phineas and Ferb witness Doofus Khan
capture the Princess and take her as a prisoner, they track down Master Perry and convince
him to teach them his warrior ways so they can rescue Princess Isabella and save China.
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